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We report 59 Co-NMR measurements in UCoAl where a metamagnetism occurs due to enhancement of
ferromagnetism by magnetic field. The metamagnetic transition from a paramagnetic (PM) state to a
ferromagnetic state is a first order transition at low temperatures, but it changes to a crossover at high
temperatures on crossing the critical end pint (CEP) at TCEP ∼ 12 K. The contrasting behavior between the
relaxation rates 1/T1 and 1/T2 suggests that the longitudinal magnetic fluctuation of U moment is strongly
enhanced especially near the CEP. A wide diffusion of the fluctuation from the CEP can be confirmed even
in the PM state where the magnetic transition does not occur.
KEYWORDS: critical end point, UCoAl, metamagnetism, NMR

A terminal point of a first order phase transition is
called a critical end point (CEP), beyond which the transition changes to a crossover. Generally a strong first order transition does not provide fluctuations between two
phases, but they are expected at the CEP. The CEP
can be seen in various phase diagrams. One of familiar
examples is a liquid-gas transition of water. The first
order phase transition of water encounters the CEP at
a high pressure and a high temperature, above which
a new exotic state with fluctuations called supercritical
water appears. Another example is a valence transition.
Cerium element shows a first order transition between
γ phase and α phase under pressure accompanied by
a change in the valence.1, 2) The first order line of this
γ − α transition similarly terminates at a high pressure
and a high temperature. It has been pointed out that a
similar valence CEP with the valence fluctuations gives
a driving force for exotic superconductivity under pressure in CeCu2 Si2 .3, 4) On the other hand, a metamagnetic transition between a paramagnetic (PM) phase and
a ferromagnetic (FM) phase occurs when the system is
located at the PM side in the vicinity of a first order
FM critical point at zero field.5, 6) The first order metamagnetic transition at low temperatures changes to the
crossover at high temperatures on crossing the CEP at
TCEP . Interestingly this TCEP decreases under pressure
and the FM CEP reaches zero temperature at a high
pressure and a high magnetic field, which is generally
called quantum critical end point (QCEP). Such QCEP
has been extensively studied theoretically,5–10) but experimentally the first order plane connecting the CEP
at a finite temperature and the QCEP has been drawn
schematically because of lack of the systems with large
plane.11, 12) Recently, sufficiently large first order planes
∗ E-mail
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have been experimentally determined in UGe2 , UCoAl,
and Sr3 Ru2 O7 (H k ab).13–15) Because of the benefit of
the large plane, we can separate the QCEP from the
FM critical point at zero field and address the evolution
in the physical quantities over wide pressure and field
ranges. In this letter, before addressing the QCEP, we
focus on investigating the magnetic fluctuations near the
CEP at the finite temperature and ambient pressure in
UCoAl by means of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements.
UCoAl crystallizes in the ZrNiAl-type hexagonal structure stacked by U-Co(1) layer and Co(2)-Al layer (see
Fig. 2). UCoAl is a paramagnet but uniaxial pressure
effect and chemical substitution have revealed that it is
located in the vicinity of a FM critical point.16–18) It
is considered that the FM state at zero field is already
suppressed at the negative pressure of ∼ −0.2 GPa.18)
First order metamagnetic transition to the FM state
with ∼ 0.3 µB /U occurs at Hm ∼ 0.7 T for H k c axis
at low temperatures.19) The FM moment mainly originates in U-5f electrons.20) The transition changes to the
crossover above TCEP ∼ 11 − 13 K, where the transition
occurs at ∼ 1 T.14, 18) Thus UCoAl possesses the CEP at
TCEP ∼ 11 − 13 K and HCEP ∼ 1 T, where the magnetic
fluctuations are expected. NMR measurement has been
performed previously to investigate the magnetic fluctuation in UCoAl,21) but measurements near the CEP was
not performed sufficiently. In this letter, we investigated
in detail where the fluctuation is strong in the field temperature phase diagram. Our NMR results show that
the longitudinal magnetic fluctuations strongly develops
near the CEP and they widely diffuse even to the PM
phase.
We used powdered single crystals with orienting along
H k c for NMR measurements. The single crystal
was grown using Czochralski method in a tetra-arc
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furnace.22) Magnetization (M ) measurements was performed using a MPMS (Quantum Design). NMR was
performed using a standard spin-echo method. The spinspin relaxation time T2 was determined by fitting the spin
echo decay to a single exponential function, although the
deviation from the single component in the volume of
∼ 10% was observed near the CEP.
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Fig. 2. (color online) (a-c) NMR spectra for UCoAl measured at
60 K and 4.2 K. The spectrum is discontinuous on crossing Hm .
The NMR lines of Co(1) site, Al site, and 2 lines of Co(2) site are
overlapped at low temperature. (right panel) The crystal structure
of UCoAl.
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Fig. 1. (color online) (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization at several magnetic fields. (b) Magnetic field - temperature
phase diagram for UCoAl. The first order phase transition changes
to the crossover at the CEP (TCEP ∼ 12 K and HCEP ∼ 1.0 T).

Figure 1(a) shows temperature dependence of M for
H k c. Details of magnetization data will be published
elsewhere.22) Below 0.65 T, M shows a broad peak
around 20 K and the system is in the PM state down to
low temperatures. A discrete increase in M can be seen
between 0.75 and 0.9 T due to the first order transition.
The hysteresis in M (T ) is observed at these fields and it
disappears above 1.0 T.22) The temperature variation of
M shows an obvious broadening above 1.0 T changing to
the crossover. We determined a magnetic field - temperature phase diagram for UCoAl as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Both closed and open squares indicate temperature of
the peaks in dM/dT , where the first order transitions
(closed squares) are distinguished by the existence of the
hysteresis. This phase diagram shows that the CEP is
located at TCEP ∼ 12 K and HCEP ∼ 1.0 T for UCoAl
at ambient pressure.
Figures 2(a-c) show the field-sweep NMR spectra measured at different temperatures and resonance frequencies. UCoAl consists of an U site, two Co sites and an
Al site as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. At 60 K
in the PM state (Fig. 2(a)), the spectrum consists of
19 lines arising from Co(1) and Co(2) sites (I = 7/2)
and Al site (I = 5/2) as reported previously.21) Each
gyromagnetic ratio γN is 10.03 MHz/T for 59 Co nuclei
and 11.094 MHz/T for 27 Al nuclei. The sharp peaks en-
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sure the high orientation of the powdered sample along
H k c. The satellite lines for Co(2) site are widely separated due to the large quadrupole frequency νQ of about
4.3 MHz compared with other sites. At low temperature
(Fig. 2(b)), we observe two kinds of spectra for the PM
state and the FM state because of the discrete enhancement of M by the metamagnetic transition at Hm ∼ 0.7
T. When the resonance frequency is increased (Fig. 2(c)),
all the lines enter in the FM state, but the lines of Co(1)
site, Al site, and 2 lines of Co(2) site are overlapped.
Thus, to avoid the overlap of data, we measured the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation ratio (1/T1 ) and the nuclear
spin-spin relaxation ratio (1/T2 ) at the satellite line of
−5/2 ↔ −3/2 transition of Co(2) site.
Figure 3 shows temperature dependence of the NMR
shift (∆H/H0 ) measured at fixed magnetic fields, where
∆H is an internal field at Co(2) site and H0 is an applied field. At 0.5 T, ∆H/H0 has a broad maximum at
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Fig. 3. (color online) Temperature dependence of the NMR shift
∆H/H0 at H0 = 0.5 T and 1 T. The inset shows the relationship
between the shift and M/H0 . The linear relationship gives Acspin =
2.58 (T/µB ).
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around 20 K as well as temperature dependence of M .
The ∆H/H0 at 1 T shows a drastic increase between
15 K and 5 K due to the FM transition. As mentioned
later, the small signal by short T2 obstructs to measure
the convincing data in this temperature range at 1 T.
The inset shows ∆H/H0 vs. M/H0 . In general the shift
consists of temperature-dependent spin part, which is
proportional to the spin susceptibility, and temperatureindependent orbital part. The linear fitting in the PM
range suggests that the orbital part is negligibly small
compared with the spin part, giving a hyperfine coupling
constant Acspin = 2.58 (T/µB ). The data at the FM state
also satisfy the linear relationship, indicating the change
in the hyperfine coupling constant is small within the experimental precision between the PM state and the FM
state, even though the change in the band structure is
expected between two phases.
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Fig. 4. (color online) Temperature dependence of (a) 1/T1 T and
(b) 1/T2 at several fixed fields. 1/T2 has a strong enhancement
near the CEP, while 1/T1 T does not, suggesting that the observed
fluctuations are longitudinal mode of U moments.

Figure 4 shows temperature dependence of (a) 1/T1 T ,
and (b) 1/T2 at several fixed fields. First we should stress
that 1/T2 shows a strong enhancement in the temperature range of 7 − 15 K at H = HCEP (= 1 T). We
could not measure the relaxation times near 10 K owing to the small signal by short T2 and the broadening
of spectrum. This strong enhancement of 1/T2 is drastically suppressed on leaving away from 1 T. At lower
fields (0.2 T and 0.5 T), the peaks in 1/T2 are weaken,
but still remain at around 10 K even though the magnetic
transition does not occur. The enhancement of 1/T2 also
survives at higher field side (1.6 T, 2 T and 5 T) and they
are almost field independent above 2 T. In the previous
measurement,21) similar anomaly in 1/T2 was observed
at 4.5 T and no anomaly was seen at around 10 K at
0 T. On the other hand the 1/T1 T gradually increases
with decreasing temperature and shows a constant behavior below 20 K at 0.5 T where susceptibility exhibits

the maximum. 1/T1 T is independent of field at high temperatures, but it decreases gradually below ∼ 20 K at 2
T (∼ 30 K at 5 T), respectively. The peaks are observed
in the wide field range in 1/T2, whereas 1/T1T does not
show such peaks. 1/T1 and 1/T2 are expressed generally
as follows.
1
γ2
= N
T1
2

Z

∞

hδH − (t)δH + (0)i exp(−iωN t)dt,

(1)

−∞

1
γ2
1
=
+ N lim
T2
2T1
2 ω→0

Z

∞

hδH z (t)δH z (0)i exp(−iωt)dt.

−∞

Here hδH − (t)δH + (0)i [hδH z (t)δH z (0)i] are time correlation functions for magnetic fluctuations perpendicular [parallel] to the quantum axis of nuclear spin, respectively, and ωN is the resonance frequency. 1/T1 corresponds to the magnetic fluctuations perpendicular to
the magnetic field, that is, the fluctuations perpendicular
to the c axis. 1/T2 indicates the fluctuations along the
magnetic field, that is, the fluctuations along the c axis.
Here, as shown in Fig. 2, the position of the Co(2) site
is just above the center of triangle formed by three U
atoms. The components along the c-axis of U moments
induce the internal field only along the c axis at Co(2)
site because of the cancelation of the dipole fields. Thus
1/T1 at Co(2) site detects the transverse fluctuation of
U moment, while 1/T2 at Co(2) site detects the longitudinal fluctuation of U moment. In the strict sense 1/T2
includes the fluctuation of electric field gradient, since
it corresponds to the fluctuation of the resonance frequency. The magnetostriction between the PM phase and
the FM phase has been reported.14) However, the change
in νQ between two phases was less than 0.02 MHz. This
is quite smaller than the change of ∼ 6 MHz in the resonance frequency by the internal field, indicating that
the contribution of electron field gradient in T2 is small.
The absence of anomalies in 1/T1 T indicates that the
observed magnetic fluctuation is the longitudinal fluctuation of U moment along the c axis and the transverse
fluctuation of U moment is weak. This supports that
magnetic character near the CEP is a strong Ising-type.
Figure 5 shows the field dependence of 1/T1T and 1/T2
at 1.6 K and 12 K(∼ TCEP ). At 1.6 K both 1/T1 T and
1/T2 exhibit step-like anomalies at Hm without the enhancement of fluctuations. The relationship that 1/T1 T
is proportional to the square of the density of state at
Fermi level N (EF ) gives the reduction of 16% in N (EF ),
which is almost consistent with the specific heat measurements,14, 23) as confirmed similarly in the previous
study.21) The 1/T2 also shows the drop at Hm . This
change might be affected by both the change in the magnitude of fluctuation and the change in the nuclear-dipole
interactions because the spectrum in the FM state is
broaden. At 12 K, 1/T2 shows the enhancement toward
the CEP at 1 T, while it is independent of field above 2
T. We could not measure T1 in the range of 0.5 − 2 T,
but the absence of anomaly in 1/T1T as shown in Fig. 4
implies that 1/T1T has no strong enhancement toward
the CEP.

(2)
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CEP at 1.5 GPa in UGe2 is located at ∼ 20 K and ∼ 0.7
T.25)
In summary, we performed 59 Co-NMR measurements
in UCoAl with FM CEP at (HCEP ∼ 1 T, TCEP ∼ 12 K).
The strong enhancement of 1/T2 was observed near the
CEP. The absence of anomaly in 1/T1 reveals that the
fluctuation near the CEP is the longitudinal mode of U
moment. This Ising-type fluctuation is suppressed at the
first order regime at low temperatures and the crossover
regime at high temperatures, but survives in the wide
field range at around 10 K. The CEP in UCoAl has been
reported to attain to zero temperature under pressure.
The evolution of the fluctuation toward the QCEP is a
next target.
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Fig. 5. (color online) Magnetic field dependence of 1/T1 T and
1/T2 . At 12 K 1/T2 increases on approaching the CEP. Both 1/T1 T
and 1/T2 show the step-like anomalies at Hm at low temperature.
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Fig. 6. (color online) The profile of 1/T2 in UCoAl. The strong
enhancement of 1/T2 is observed near the CEP. This longitudinal
fluctuation survives in the wide field range. The solid and dotted
lines are determined by the peak of dM/dT as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 6 shows the profile of 1/T2 in the field - temperature phase diagram for UCoAl. It is obvious that
strong fluctuation is induced near the CEP. It is suppressed in the first order transition region at low temperatures and the crossover region at high temperatures
and high fields. On the other hand, the fluctuation of the
CEP is diffused even to the PM state where M (T ) and
∆H/H0 have no anomaly. It is an unexpected behavior
that field-insensitive fluctuations survive near 10 K up to
high magnetic field. The absence of anomaly in 1/T1T indicates these fluctuations are also the longitudinal mode.
It is worthy to note that M (T, H) has no strong variation
in this field and temperature range as shown in Fig. 1(a).
We cannot conclude the origin of these fluctuations, but
measurements under pressure will help us to understand
the origin. When looking back on NQR study (H = 0)
under pressure in a similar metamagnetic system UGe2 ,
unknown peak in 1/T1 T has been observed in the PM
state at 25 K and 1.5 GPa.24) This is conjectured to be
the similar diffused fluctuations from the CEP, since the
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